Wholesale Banknotes from Travelex
Travelex is a global banknote specialist
trading in over 80 currencies, with
customers ranging from small financial
institutions through to major banking
groups and central banks. Rather than
offering a generic service, Travelex works
closely with key partners to establish a
solution that perfectly matches
customer requirements.

Over the years, Travelex has created
many different working models with
its customers. These range from
comparatively straightforward options
such as delivering bulk consignments to
the customer, to more radical solutions
such as taking over the complete
management of a foreign exchange
retail network.

Why Partner with Us?
Expertise

Security

Partnerships

Travelex entered the international
wholesale banknote market in 1976
and has over 35 years’ experience
in the Wholesale Banknote arena.
The provision of foreign currency
banknotes is a specialist business,
requiring specialist expertise and
knowledge. Our Banknotes division
is a core business for Travelex and,
as a strategic business unit, it has
dedicated executive management
that guides and develops the business.

Experience - Our highly experienced
distribution and physical security
teams have extensive experience
in transporting cash to and
from some of the world’s most
challenging locations.

Our relationships with Banks, Banking
Groups and financial institutions
ensures we have a consistent
supply of banknotes available to
our customers. We maintain these
stringent service levels through a
combination of rigorous staff training,
investment in automation hardware
and software and sharing knowledge
through customised training
seminars for your employees in areas
such as counterfeit recognition, antimoney laundering practices and cash
inventory management.

Resources
Internal Logistics Team - Having our
own logistics team means we can
ship through different routes,
to different places, faster and at a
lower cost than our competitors.
Dealing Team - Our team of
dealers comply with local regulatory
requirements and are experts in
the sourcing and supply of all
major currencies.

For further information,
please contact your Business
Development or Account Manager

Delivery - methods vary from
country-to-country according to local
requirements and, when necessary,
the distribution team will escort
consignments to their destination
and oversee delivery to the customer.
New routes are thoroughly vetted
and only authorised once a full
security audit has been undertaken.
Compliance - Travelex is a regulated
entity and fully conforms with
the requirements of the Money
Laundering Regulation 2007 and
best practice illustrated by the Joint
Money Laundering Steering Group
notes. Travelex sources currency
from multiple sources and has
developed a robust ‘gold standard’
around its anti money laundering
framework. This ensures currencies
are exclusively obtained.

Innovation
We continually invest in compliance,
technology and operations to
consistently meet our customers’
needs. We understand the
importance of customer satisfaction
and have invested in excess of £150
million over the past 6 years globally
to ensure our technology, processes
and people lead the market.

Performance
In 2013, Travelex organised in excess
of 4000 high value shipments, totalling
over £20 billion, to and from customers
and suppliers around the world.
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